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Abstract. By the method of delta-like sequence, a generalized integral transformation of Meler–
Fok type one the segment ŒR0;R with n contact points is obtained. We consider main examples
of application of the transform for the solution of singular boundary value problems of mathe-
matical physics of non-isotopic solids.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In solving linear boundary and mixed problems of mathematical physics of ho-
mogeneous environments in the spherical system of coordinates by the method of
separation of variables, the equations with the differential Legendres operator
m D d
2
dr2
C cthr d
dr
C 1
4
  m
2
sh2 r
; m 0 (1.1)
arise. The direct
F0 Œf .r/D
Z 1
0
f .r/P  1
2
Ci .chr/shr dr  Qf ./ (1.2)
and inverse
F 10 Œ Qf ./D
Z 1
0
Qf ./P  1
2
Ci .chr/ th./d f .r/ (1.3)
integral transforms generated in the polar axis r  0 by the Legendres differential
operator
0 D d
2
dr2
C cthr d
dr
C 1
4
; (1.4)
were first obtained in 1861 by F. G. Meler and strictly substantiated by V. A. Fok
[4] and M. M. Lebedev [12]. These transforms are efficiently used for solving
axis-symmetrical problems of the theory of potential in the domains formed by two
c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spheres that intersect and in the domains limited by the surfaces of hyperboloids of
rotation and toroidal surfaces.
In the case of absence of axial symmetry the generalized integral transforms of
Meler–Fok are used [14]:
Fm Œf .r/D
Z 1
0
f .r/ Pm  1
2
Ci .chr/shrdr  Qf ./ ; (1.5)
F 1m Œ Qf ./D .  1/m
Z 1
0
Qf ./ P m  1
2
Ci .chr/  th./ d f .r/ I (1.6)
they are generated by a differential operator m .mD 1; 2; 3; : : :/ on the polar axis
r  0. The integral transforms of Meler–Fok on the polar axis r  R0 > 0 were
obtained in the papers [1, 15, 16].
A natural generalization of the differential operator (1.1) is [3, 17]
./ D d
2
dr2
C cthr d
dr
C 1
4
C 1
2
 
21
1  chr C
22
1C chr
!
; (1.7)
where ./ D .1I2/; 1  2 > 0. Operator (1.7) will be called the generalized
Legendres differential operator. It is obvious that at 1 D 2 Dm an operator (1.7)
coincides with operator (1.1).
The integral transforms of Meler–Fok type generated on the polar axis r  0,
r  R0 > 0 and the polar segments Œ0;R and ŒR0;R by the generalized Legendres
differential operator (1.7) are obtained in [8–10]. Proper hybrid integral transforms,
generated in these axes with one, two and n contact points by a hybrid Legendres
differential operator are considered in [5–7]. In this paper, by using the method
of a delta-like sequence [13], limited hybrid integral transforms of Meler–Fok type
are constructed on the segment ŒR0;R with n contact points. The transforms ob-
tained are applied to the solving of some singular boundary problems of mathematical
physics.
2. BASIC PART
Let us construct the limited integral transform generated in the set
In D
(
r W r 2
nC1[
kD1
.Rk 1;Rk/IR0 > 0; RnC1 R <1
)
by the generalized hybrid Legendres differential operator
L./ D
nC1X
k
 .r  Rk 1/.Rk   r/a2k./k ; (2.1)
where ./D ../1 ; ./2 ; : : : ; ./nC1/; ./k D .1k;2k/ ; and  .x/ is the Heavy-
side function.
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For the domain of definition of the operator L./ we take the set G of vector-
functions g D .g1;g2; : : : ;gn;gnC1/ which have the following properties:
(1) The vector-function
f .r/D

./1 Œg1 .r/ I./2 Œg2 .r/ I : : : I./nC1 ŒgnC1 .r/

is continuous on the set In;
(2) The components gj .r/ of the vector-function g .r/ satisfy the conjugate con-
ditions 
˛kj1
d
dr
Cˇkj1

gk .r/ 

˛kj2
d
dr
Cˇkj2

gkC1 .r/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRk
D 0;
j D 1;2, k D 1;n;
(3) The boundary conditions
˛011
d
dr
Cˇ011

g1 .r/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D 0 .or g0 ¤ 0/;
˛nC122
d
dr
CˇnC122

gnC1 .r/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
D 0 .or gR ¤ 0/:
are satisfied.
We suppose that c1kc2k > 0, ˛011  0, ˇ011  0, ˛nC122  0, ˇnC122  0,ˇˇ
˛011
ˇˇCˇ011 ¤ 0; ˛nC122 CˇnC122 ¤ 0; cjk D ˛k2jˇk1j  ˛k1jˇk2j :
Let us define the numbers
k D 1
a2
k
nY
jDk
c1j
c2j
; k D 1;n; n D 1
a2n
c1n
c2n
; nC1 D 1
a2nC1
;
and the gravimetric function
 .r/D
 
nC1X
kD1
 .r  Rk 1/ .Rk   r/k
!
shr:
The scalar product of the elements of set G will be defined by a formula
.u;v/D
Z R
R0
u.r/v .r/ .r/dr 
nC1X
kD1
Z Rk
Rk 1
uk .r/vk .r/k shr dr;
where u 2G, v 2G.
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Theorem 1. The components of the vector-functions u and v from the domain of
definition of operator L./ satisfy the basic identity
u0k .Rk/vk .Rk/ uk .Rk/v0k .Rk/
D c2k
c1k
 
u0kC1 .Rk/vkC1 .Rk/ ukC1 .Rk/v0kC1 .Rk/

: (2.2)
Proof. Let us define the numbers
ck11 D ˛k11˛k22 ˛k21˛k12; ck12 D ˛k11ˇk22 ˛k21ˇk12;
ck21 D ˇk11˛k22 ˇk21˛k12; ck22 D ˇk11ˇk22 ˇk21ˇk12
for k D 1;n. From the conjugate conditions
˛k11u
0
k.Rk/Cˇk11uk.Rk/D ˛k12u0kC1.Rk/Cˇk12ukC1.Rk/;
˛k21u
0
k.Rk/Cˇk21uk.Rk/D ˛k22u0kC1.Rk/Cˇk22ukC1.Rk/;
by Cramer rule [11] we find the relations
u0k.Rk/D c 11k Œak21u0kC1.Rk/Cak22ukC1.Rk/;
uk.Rk/D c 11k Œak11u0kC1.Rk/Cak12ukC1.Rk/:
)
(2.3)
Like for v .r/ 2G, we have
v0k.Rk/D c 11k Œak21v0kC1.Rk/Cak22vkC1.Rk/;
vk.Rk/D c 11k Œak11v0kC1.Rk/Cak12vkC1.Rk/:
)
(2.4)
On the basis of equalities (2.3), (2.4) we find
u0k .Rk/vk .Rk/ uk .Rk/v0k .Rk/D
1
c2
1k

ak11a
k
22 ak12ak21

  u0kC1 .Rk/vkC1 .Rk/ ukC1 .Rk/v0kC1 .Rk/ :
Taking into account the inequality ak11a
k
22   ak12ak21 D c1kc2k > 0, we obtain the
basic identity (2.2). The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 2. The generalized Legendres differential operatorL./ defined by equa-
lity (2.1) is selfconjugate.
Proof. For any u.r/ 2G and v .r/ 2G we have directly
 
L./ Œu ;v
D nC1X
kD1
Z Rk
Rk 1
a2k./k Œukvk .r/k shr dr:
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Let us integrate by parts twice. We get
nC1X
kD1
Z Rk
Rk 1
a2k./k Œukvk .r/k shr dr
D
nC1X
kD1
a2k

u0k .r/vk .r/ uk .r/v0k .r/

k shr
ˇˇRk
Rk 1
C
Z Rk
Rk 1
a2kuk .r/./k Œvk .r/k shrdr

D  u.r/ ;./ Œv .r/
C
nX
kD1
˚
k shRk

u0k .Rk/vk .Rk/ uk .Rk/v0k .Rk/

a2k
 a2kC1kC1 shRk

u0kC1 .Rk/vkC1 .Rk/ ukC1 .Rk/v0kC1 .Rk/
	
CnC1a2nC1 shRkC1Œu0nC1 .r/vnC1 .r/ unC1 .r/v0nC1 .r/
 1a21 shR0

u01.R0/v1.R0/ u1.R0/v01.R0/

: (2.5)
Due to the basic identity (2.2) and the structure of k we have
a2kk shRk

u0k .Rk/vk .Rk/ uk .Rk/v0k .Rk/

D a2kk shRk
c2k
c1k

u0kC1 .Rk/vkC1 .Rk/ ukC1 .Rk/v0kC1 .Rk/

D a2kC1kC1 shRk

u0kC1 .Rk/vkC1 .Rk/ ukC1 .Rk/v0kC1 .Rk/

:
Consequently, expression in the curly braces equals to zero. If ˛011 ¤ 0, as a result of
the boundary condition in point r DR0 , we have
du1
dr
v1 u1dv1
dr
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D
"
1
˛011

˛011
du1
dr
Cˇ011u1

  ˇ
0
11
˛011
u1v1 u1dv1
dr
#ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D v1.R0/
˛011

˛011
du1
dr
Cˇ011u1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
  u1.R0/
˛011

˛011
dv1
dr
Cˇ011v1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D  ˛011 1 Œv1.R0/ 0 u1.R0/ 0 0:
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If ˛nC122 ¤ 0, in view of the boundary condition at the point r DRnC1, we get
dunC1
dr
vnC1 unC1dvnC1
dr
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
D ˛nC122

vnC1 .RnC1/

˛nC122
d
dr
CˇnC122

unC1 .r/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR
unC1 .RnC1/

˛nC122
d
dr
CˇnC122

vnC1 .r/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
#
D vnC1 .RnC1/
˛nC122
0  unC1 .RnC1/
˛nC122
0 0:
Consequently, as a result of the boundary conditions, expressions in points r D R0
and r DRRnC1 equal a zero. Equality (2.5) gives 
L./ Œu ;v
D nC1X
kD1
a2k
Z Rk
Rk 1
./k Œukvk .r/k shr dr D .u;L./ Œv/:
The last equality means that the operator L./ is selfconjugate. The theorem is
proved. 
As an operator L./ in the set In has not the special points and is selfconjugate,
its spectrum is discrete and real [2].
Let us find eigenvalues and vector eigenfunctions of the GDLO L./ defined by
equality (2.1) as a solution of spectral Schturm–Liouville problem: to construct non-
trivial limited in the set In solution of the separate system of the generalized Legen-
dres differential equations
./j Cb2j

V./Ij .r;ˇ/D 0; r 2
 
Rj 1;Rj

; j D 1;nC1 (2.6)
under the boundary conditions
˛011
d
dr
Cˇ011

V./I1 .r;ˇ/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D 0;
˛nC122
d
dr
CˇnC122

V./InC1 .r;ˇ/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
D 0
(2.7)
and the conjugate conditions
˛kj1
d
dr
Cˇkj1

V./Ik .r;ˇ/
 

˛kj2
d
dr
Cˇkj2

V./IkC1 .r;ˇ/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRk
D 0; j D 1;2; k D 1;n; (2.8)
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where bj D a 1j .ˇ2C 2j /1=2, aj > 0, 2j  0, j D 1;nC1, and ˇ is a spectral
parameter.
The presence of the fundamental system of solutions [17] allows us to search for
the solution of homogeneous boundary problem (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) according to the
rule
V./Ij .r;ˇ/D CjA./j 1=2Cibj .chr/CDjB
./j
 1=2Cibj .chr/ ; j D 1;nC1:
The boundary conditions (2.7) and conjugate conditions (2.8) for the determination
of the values Cj and Dj .j D 1;nC1/ give the following system of .2nC 2/ D
2.nC1/ algebraic equations:
Y
./1;01
 1=2Cib1I11 .chR0/C1CY
./1;02
 1=2Cib1I11 .chR0/D1 D 0;
Y
./j ;j1
 1=2Cibj Im1
 
chRj

Cj CY ./j ;j 2 1=2Cibj Im1
 
chRj

Dj
 Y ./jC1;j1 1=2CibjC1Im2
 
chRj

CjC1
 Y ./jC1;j2 1=2CibjC1Im2
 
chRj

DjC1 D 0; j D 1;n;
Y
./nC1InC1;1
 1=2CibnC1I22 .chRnC1/CnC1
CY ./nC1InC1;2 1=2CibnC1I22 .chRnC1/DnC1 D 0; mD 1;2:
‡
(2.9)
Let us define the functions
!
.0/
./1I1.ˇ/D Y
./1I01
 1=2Cib1I11 .chR0/ ;
!
.0/
./1I2.ˇ/D Y
./1I02
 1=2Cib1I11 .chR0/
and put
 k../k I./kC1/Imj .ˇ;chRk;chRkC1/
D Y ./k Ikm 1=2Cibk I11 .chRk/Y
./kC1Ikj
 1=2CibkC1I22 .chRkC1/
 Y ./k Ikm 1=2Cibk I21 .chRk/Y
./kC1Ikj
 1=2CibkC1I12 .chRkC1/ ; k D 1;n;
and
!
.k/
./kC1Ij .ˇ/D !
.k 1/
./k I2.ˇ/ 
k
../k I./kC1/I1j .ˇ;chRk;chRkC1/
 !.k 1/
./k I1.ˇ/ 
k
../k I./kC1/I2j .ˇ;chRk;chRkC1/ ; j D 1;2; k D 1;n;
where ./k D ../1 ; ./2 ; : : : ; ./k/ ; ./D ../1 ; ./2 ; : : : ; ./n ; ./nC1/:
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In order that the algebraic system (2.9) have a non-trivial solution, it is necessary
and sufficient that its determinant be equal zero [11]:
ı./In.ˇ/ Y ./nC1InC1;1 1=2CibnC1I22 .chr/!
.n/
./nC1I2.ˇ/
 Y ./nC1InC1;2 1=2CibnC1I22 .chr/!
.n/
./nC1I1.ˇ/D 0:
The transcendent equation (2.10) is the equation for determination of eigenvalues
of the operator L./.
Theorem 3 (On the discrete spectrum). The solutions ˇm of the transcendent
equation (2.10) form a discrete spectrum: they are real, distinct, located symmetri-
cally with respect to ˇD 0, their moduli make a droningly growing number sequence
with a unique maximum point ˇ D1.
We will put in the system (2.10) ˇD ˇm.bj .ˇm/ bjmD a 1j .ˇ2mC2j /1=2/ and
we will cast aside the last equation as a result of linear dependence. If
V./I1 .r;ˇm/D A0

!
.0/
./1I2 .ˇm/A
./1
 1=2Cib1m .chr/
 !.0/
./1I1 .ˇm/B
./1
 1=2Cib1m .chr/

; (2.10)
where A0 D A0 .ˇm/ is subject to determination, then equations of the system, ex-
cept the first and last, form n recurrent systems on two equations in each. The first
equation of the system is satisfied. At
A0 ./In .ˇm/D
nY
kD1
c2k
shRk
1
S./k .bkm/
;
as a result of solving the recurrent systems, we get the structure of the components
of vector eigenfunction
V./I1 .r;ˇm/D./In .ˇm/

!
.0/
./1I2 .ˇm/A
./1
 1=2Cib1m .chr/
 !.0/
./1I1 .ˇm/B
./1
 1=2Cib1m .chr/

;
V./Ik .r;ˇm/D
 
nY
sDk
c2s
shRs
1
S./s .bsm/
!h
!
.k 1/
./k I2 .ˇm/A
./k
 1=2Cibkm .chr/
 !.k 1/
./k I1 .ˇm/B
./k
 1=2Cibkm .chr/
i
I k D 2;nI
V./InC1 .r;ˇm/D !.n/./nC1I2 .ˇm/A
./nC1
 1=2CibnC1;m .chr/
 !.n/
./nC1I1 .ˇm/B
./nC1
 1=2CibnC1;m .chr/ :
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To an eigenvalue ˇm, one (spectral) vector eigenfunction corresponds,
V./ .r;ˇm/D
nC1X
kD1
.r  Rk 1/.Rk   r/V./Ik .r;ˇm/
with the square of the norm equal toV./ .r;ˇm/2 D  V./ .r;ˇm/ ;V./ .r;ˇm/

nC1X
kD1
Z Rk
Rk 1

V./Ik .r;ˇm/
2
k shr dr:
Theorem 4 (On a discrete function). The system of the vector eigenfunctions˚
V./ .r;ˇm/
	1
mD1 is orthogonal and complete in the set In.
Theorem 5 (A Steklov-type theorem). Any vector-function g .r/ 2 G is repre-
sented by absolutely and uniformly convergent in every compact set In  In by a
Fourier series for the system fV./ .r;ˇm/g1mD1 of the vector eigenfunctions of the
operator L./:
g .r/D
1X
mD1
Z RnC1
R0
g./V./.;ˇm/./d
V./ .r;ˇm/V./ .r;ˇm/2 : (2.11)
The Fourier series (2.11) determines the direct M./I4n and inverse M 1./I4n lim-
ited generalized integral Meler–Fok transform of the second type generated in the set
In by the GDLO L./:
M./I4n Œg .r/D
Z R
R0
g .r/V./ .r;ˇm/ .r/dr  Qgm D
nC1X
kD1
Qgkm
D
nC1X
kD1
Z Rk
Rk 1
gk .r/V./Ik .r;ˇm/k shr dr: (2.12)
and
M 1./I4nŒ QgmD
1X
mD1
Qgm V./ .r;ˇm/V./ .r;ˇm/2  g .r/ : (2.13)
Theorem 6 (On the basic identity). If the vector-function g 2 G, and the compo-
nents gk of the vector-function g satisfy innhomogeneous boundary conditions and
the innhomogeneous conjugate conditions, then the basic identity for the integral
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transform of the GDLO L./ determined by equality (2.1) is true:
M./I4n

L./ .g/
D ˇ2m QgmCnC1a2nC1
C .˛nC122 / 1 shRV./InC1.RnC1;ˇm/gR
 a211
 
˛011
 1
shR0V./I1 .R0;ˇm/g0
 
nC1X
kD1
2k Qgkm
C
nX
kD1
a2kk .c1k/
 1 shRk
 
Zk./I12 .ˇm/!2k
 Zk./I22 .ˇm/!1k

: (2.14)
The proof of Theorems 2 – 6 repeats the logical scheme of proof of the respective
theorems in [7].
3. APPLICATIONS
The presence of the basic identity (2.14) allows us to apply the integral transforms
inculcated by formulas (2.12) and (2.13) for the construction of the exact analytical
solution of the proper singular problems of the mathematical physics of inhomoge-
neous structures.
3.1. An example: a statics problem
Let us consider the problem to construct, in the domain Dn D f.r;´/ W r 2 InI
´ 2 . 1IC1/g, the bounded solution of the separate elliptic system of equation
with the generalized Legendres operator
@2
@´2
Ca2j./j  2j

uj .r;´/D fj .r;´/ ; j D 1;nC1 (3.1)
under the boundary conditions
˛011
@
@r
Cˇ011

u1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D g0 .´/ ;
˛nC122
@
@r
CˇnC122

unC1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
D gR .´/
(3.2)
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and the conjugate conditions
˛0j1
@
@r
Cˇkj1

uk .r;´/
 

˛nC1j2
@
@r
CˇnC1j2

ukC1 .r;´/
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRk
D !jk .´/ ; (3.3)
where j D 1;2, k D 1;n:
We rewrite system (3.1) in the matrix form0BBBBBB@

@2
@´2
Ca21./1  21

u1 .r;´/
@2
@´2
Ca22./2  22

u2 .r;´/
:::
@2
@´2
Ca2nC1./nC1  2nC1

unC1 .r;´/
1CCCCCCAD 
0BBB@
f1 .r;´/
f2 .r;´/
:::
fnC1 .r;´/
1CCCA :
The integral operator M./I4n, in accordance with (2.12), we represent as the op-
erator matrix-row
M./I4n Œ    D
Z R1
R0
   V./I1 .r;ˇm/1 shr dr;Z R2
R1
   V./I2 .r;ˇm/2 shr dr;
: : : : : : : : :Z Rn
Rn 1
   V./In .r;ˇm/n shr drZ RnC1
Rn
   V./InC1 .r;ˇm/nC1 shr dr

: (3.4)
Let us assume that 21 D max1jnC1f2j g (in the contrary case, it is possible to
renumber these values). Let us put 2j D 21 2j  0 for j D 1; nC1 and apply, by
the rule of multiplication of matrices, the operator matrix-tow (3.4) to system (3.1).
As a result of identity (2.14), we get a boundary problem on the structure of bounded
solutions of the second-order ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients
in the set I1 D f´ W ´ 2 . 1;C1/g
d2
d´2
 q2m

Qum .´/D  QFm .´/ ; (3.5)
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where qm D
 
ˇ2mC21
1=2 and
QFm .´/D Qfm .´/C
 
anC122
 1
shRnC1 V./InC1 .R;ˇm/gR .´/
   ˛011 1 shR0a211V./I1 .R0;ˇm/g0 .´/
C
nX
kD1
a2kk
shRk
c1k

Zk./I12 .ˇm/!2k .´/ Zk./I22
 
ˇ./

!1k .´/

:
It is checked directly that the following function is the unique bounded solution of
equation (3.5):
Qum .´/D
Z 1
 1
1
2qm
e qmj´  j QFm ./d: (3.6)
The operator M 1
./I4n, in accordance with the rule (2.13), as inverse to (2.12), we
will represent as the operator matrix-column
M 1./I4n Œ  D
0BBBBBB@
P1
mD1    V./I1.r;ˇm/kV./.r;ˇm/k2P1
mD1    V./I2.r;ˇm/kV./.r;ˇm/k2
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :P1
mD1    V./InC1.r;ˇm/kV./.r;ˇm/k2
1CCCCCCA : (3.7)
We will apply by rule of multiplication of matrices the operator matrix-column to
the matrix-element Œ Qum .´/, where the function Qum .´/ is defined by formula (3.6).
As a result of elementary transformations, we get the unique bounded solution of the
elliptic problem (3.1), (3.2), (3.3):
uj .r;´/D
nC1X
kD1
Z 1
 1
Z Rk
Rk 1
E./Ijk .r;;´;/fk .;/k shdd
C
Z 1
 1
 
W./I1j .r;´;/g0 ./CW./InC1;j .r;´;/gR ./

d
C
nX
kD1
Z 1
 1

R
jk
./I12 .r;´;/!2k ./ Rjk./I22 .r;´;/!1k ./

d
for j D 1; nC1.
Here, the principal solutions appear: (1) the influence functions generated by the
inhomogeneity of system (3.1):
E./Ijk .r;;´;/D
1X
mD1
1
2qm
e qmj´  j
V./Ij .r;ˇm/V./Ik .;ˇm/V./ .r;ˇm/2 ;
where j;k D 1;nC1I
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(2) Green’s functions generated by boundary condition at r DR0:
W./I1k .r;´;/D a211 shR0
1X
mD1
e qmj´  j
2qm
V./I1 .R0;ˇm/V./Ij .R0;ˇm/
˛011
V./ .r;ˇm/2 I
(3) Green’s functions generated by boundary condition at r DRnC1 R:
W./InC1;j .r;´;/D shR
˛nC122
1X
mD1
e qmj´  j
2qm
V./Ij .r;ˇm/V./InC1 .R;ˇm/V./ .r;ˇm/2 ;
where j D 1; nC1I
(4) Green’s functions generated by inhomogeneity of the conjugate conditions:
R
jk
./Is2 .r;´;/D
1X
mD1
e qmj´  j
2qm
a2kk
shRk
c1k
Zk./Is2 .ˇm/
V./Ij .r;ˇm/V./ .r;ˇm/2 ;
where s D 1;2; k D 1;n.
The vector-function u.r;´/D fu1 .r;´/ ;u2 .r;´/ ; : : : ;un .r;´/ ;unC1 .r;´/g deter-
mines the integral image of the unique analytical solution of the given elliptic bound-
ary problem.
3.2. An example: a quasi-statics problem
Let us construct in the domain DCn D f.t; r/ W t 2 .0;1/; r 2 Ing the bounded
solution of the separate system of equation of parabolic type with the generalized
Legendres operator
@u
@t
C2j uj  a2j./j .uj /D fj .t; r/ ; j D 1; nC1 (3.8)
with the initial conditions
uj .t; r/
ˇˇ
tD0 D gj .r/ ; r 2
 
Rj 1;Rj

; j D 1;nC1; (3.9)
the boundary conditions 
˛011
@
@r
Cˇ011

u1
ˇˇˇ
rDR0
D g0 .t/ ;
˛nC122
@
@r
CˇnC122

unC1
ˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
D gR .t/ ;
ƒ
(3.10)
and the conjugate conditions
˛kj1
@
@r
Cˇkj1

uk  

˛kj2
@
@r
Cˇkj2

ukC1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRk
D !jk .t/ ;
j D 1;2; k D 1;n: (3.11)
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We assume that the compatibility conditions hold:
˛011
d
dr
Cˇ011

g1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D g0 .0/ ;
˛nC122
d
dr
CˇnC122

gnC1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
D gR .0/ ;
and 
˛kj1
d
dr
Cˇkj1

gk  

˛kj2
d
dr
Cˇkj2

gkC1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRk
D !jk .0/
for j D 1;2; k D 1;n:
We rewrite system (3.8) in the matrix form0BBBBBB@

@
@t
C21 a21./1

u1 .t; r/
@
@t
C22 a22./2

u2 .t; r/
:::
@
@t
C2nC1 a2nC1./nC1

unC1
1CCCCCCAD 
0BBB@
f1 .t; r/
f2 .t; r/
:::
fnC1 .t; r/
1CCCA (3.12)
and, similarly, the initial conditions (3.9) in the form0BBB@
u1 .t; r/
u2 .t; r/
:::
unC1 .t; r/
1CCCA
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
tD0
D
0BBB@
g1 .r/
g2 .r/
:::
gnC1 .r/
1CCCA : (3.13)
Supposing that 21Dmax
˚
21;
2
2; : : : ;
2
n;
2
nC1
	
, we will apply to problem (3.12),
(3.13), by the rule of multiplication of matrices, the operator matrix-row (3.4). As a
result of identity (2.14), we get the Cauchy problem
d
dt
Cq2m

Qum .t/D QFm .t/ ; QumjtD0 D gmI (3.14)
where QFm .t/ is as above.
The unique solution of the Cauchy problem (3.14) is the function
Qum .t/D e q2mtgmC
Z t
0
e q2m.t / QFm ./d: (3.15)
Let us determine the principal solutions of the given parabolic problem: (1) the
influence functions generated by the presence of the thermal sources
H./Ijk .t; r;/D
1X
mD1
e q2mt
V./Ij .r;ˇm/V./Ik .;ˇm/V./ .r;ˇm/2 ; j;k D 1; nC1I
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(2) Green’s functions generated by the boundary condition at r DR0:
W./I1j .t; r/D a211 shR0
1X
mD1
e q2m t
V./I1 .R0;ˇm/V./Ij .r;ˇm/
˛011
V./ .r;ˇm/2 ;
j D 1;nC1I
(3) Green’s functions generated by the boundary condition at the point r DRnC1:
W./InC1;j .t; r/D
1X
mD1
e q2m t shR
˛nC122
V./Ij .r;ˇm/V./InC1 .R;ˇm/V./ .r;ˇm/2 ;
j D 1;nC1I
(4) Green’s functions generated by the inhomogeneity of the conjugate conditions:
R
jk
./Ii2 .t; r/D a2kk
shRk
c1k
1X
mD1
e q2mtZk./Ii2 .ˇm/
V./Ij .r;ˇm/V./ .r;ˇm/2 ;
i D 1;2, k D 1;n.
As a result of application to the matrix-element Œ Qum .t/, where a function Qum .t/ is
defined by a formula (3.15), by rule of multiplication of matrices of operator matrix-
column (3.7), we get the unique bounded solution of parabolic initial-boundary prob-
lem (3.8)–(3.11):
uj .t; r/D
nC1X
kD1
Z t
0
Z Rk
Rk 1
H./Ijk .t   ;r;/ Œfk .;/
C ıC ./gk ./k shdd
C
Z t
 0
 
W./I1j .t   ;r/g0 ./CW./InC1;j .t   ;r/gR ./

d
C
nX
kD1
Z t
0

R
jk
./I12 .t   ;r/!2k ./
 Rjk
./I22 .t   ;r/!1k ./

d; (3.16)
where j D 1;nC1; and ıC./ is the Dirac measure concentrated at 0C: The vector-
function u.t; r/D fu1 .t; r/ ;u2 .t; r/ ;u3 .t; r/ ; : : : ;un .t; r/ ;unC1 .t; r/g, the compo-
nents ui .t; r/ of which are determined by formulas (3.16), fully describes the exact
analytical solution of the given parabolic problem.
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3.3. An example: a dynamics problem
Consider the problem to construct in the domain DCn the bounded solution of the
separate hyperbolic system of equations with the generalized Legendres operator

@2
@t2
C2j uj  a2j./j

uj .t; r/D fj .t; r/ ; j D 1;nC1 .38/
under the initial conditions
uj .t; r/
ˇˇ
tD0 D 'j .r/ ;
@uj
@t
ˇˇˇˇ
tD0
D  j .r/ ; j D 1; nC1; .39/
and the boundary conditions (3.10) and the conjugate conditions (3.11).
We assume that the compatibility conditions are satisfied:

˛011
d
dr
Cˇ011

'1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D g0 .0/ ;
˛nC122
d
dr
CˇnC122

'nC1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
D gR .0/ I
˛kj1
d
dr
Cˇkj1

'k  

˛kj2
d
dr
Cˇkj2

'kC1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRk
D !jk .0/
for j D 1;2, k D 1;n;

˛011
d
dr
Cˇ011

 1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDR0
D g00 .0/ ;
˛nC122
d
dr
CˇnC122

 nC1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRnC1
D g0R .0/ ;
and

˛kj1
d
dr
Cˇkj1

 k  

˛kj2
d
dr
Cˇkj2

 kC1
ˇˇˇˇ
rDRk
D !0jk .0/
for j D 1;2, k D 1;n.
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Constructed according to the logical scheme of solving parabolic problem (3.8)–
(3.11), the unique bounded solution of the given hyperbolic problem has the form
uj .t; r/D
nC1X
kD1
Z t
0
Z Rk
Rk 1
H./Ijk .t   ;r;/
 
fk .;/
C ıC ./ k ./

k shdd
C @
@t
nC1X
kD1
Z Rk
Rk 1
H./Ijk .t; r;/'k ./k shd
C
Z t
0
 
W./I1j .t   ;r/ g0 ./CW./InC1;j .t   ;r/gR ./

d
C
nX
kD1
Z t
0

R
jk
./I12 .t   ;r/!2k ./
 Rjk
./I22 .t   ;r/!1k ./

d; j D 1;nC1: (3.17)
The principal solutions appearing in formulas (3.17) are determined by the formu-
las given above, in which the function exp. q2mt / is replaced by q 1m sinqmt . Note
that the constructed solutions of statics, quasi-statics and dynamics problems are of
algorithmic character and continuously rely on parameters and data of the problem
under consideration. These solutions can be used in both theoretical research and
engineering calculations.
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